A Guide to the Peer Review Process

What we require from authors
All submissions of articles, book reviews, conference papers, historiographical
summaries, and conversational pieces should adhere to the guidelines set out in our
“Types of Submission” document.
Authors must ensure that footnotes and bibliographies for all submissions conform
to the style laid out in our Style Guide, which can be found here:
http://www.midlandshistoricalreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Midlands-Hi
storical-Review-Guide-for-authors-EDITED.pdf. Our editors will check the formatting
of footnotes and bibliographies during their proofreading, but they will not
substantially reformat these.
Our editorial team can be contacted to provide guidance and advice on preparing
your manuscript for submission at any time.
Please provide us with your institutional/preferred email address. If you expect to
complete your studies in the near future, please ensure that we have an email
address that we can contact you on in the event that your institutional address is
deactivated. We also require authors to submit an abstract for articles/conference
papers, a short biography, Twitter handle (if you have one), and keywords to attach
to your published work.
Outline of the peer review process
● Submission received and read by Editor in Chief who approves article for
peer review, or returns it for significant changes
● Articles handled by Lead Editor for Research Articles, and book reviews or
conference papers by the Lead Editor for Other Outputs
● Lead Editor makes light edits, before passing onto three Assistant Editors in
turn, who will peer review the submission, making corrections and comments
as appropriate
● Lead Editor returns the reviewer’s comments to the author, who makes
changes and takes on feedback
● Author signs the copyright form
● Lead Editor and then Editor in Chief do final read throughs, and the Editor in
Chief approves article for publication
● Website and Social Media Editor uploads final article onto website

What to expect from the peer review process
All submissions will go through the peer review process outlined above. Authors
should make submissions in the knowledge that they will receive feedback on their
manuscript, and that the ultimate publication of their work is at the discretion of the
Editor in Chief. Authors should be willing to work with the editorial team in order to
produce quality publications that are both suitable for MHR’s audience and of a
high academic standard.
Our editorial team will address spelling and grammar, including consistency in terms
and punctuation, clarity of both the argument and details, and the structure of the
piece. Below are some examples of the kinds of edits, comments, and feedback
that you might receive.
We aim to provide constructive feedback and work closely with authors to ensure
the quality and integrity of the piece. The examples below demonstrate the types of
comments that you might receive, but note that feedback varies widely from piece
to piece – you may receive more or less, and the length of the editorial process will
similarly vary as a result.
● Making your own argument clear is key to articles and conversational
(opinion) pieces, and we will highlight areas where we think this could be
improved. You should not simply answer a question, or summarise other
academic works, but make an original contribution to the field. Ways to make
this stand out include signposting throughout the article, a clear introduction,
and strong analysis. We may recommend reorganising paragraphs, or ask
you to expand upon your existing work in order to achieve this.

● We will also address the accessibility of the submission. As MHR aims to
target students at any stage of their academic career, including
undergraduate students, our publications need to be accessible to a
non-expert audience. While articles need to be academically rigorous, they
also need to be easily understandable and, therefore, should not rely heavily
on the assumed knowledge of the reader. To mitigate this, we encourage
authors to introduce key people, events, and places in one or two sentences,
as in the below example, to provide context that the reader may not have.

● We will assess all submissions for the quality and clarity of the writing style,
and may make suggestions about re-phrasing, or even re-writing, elements
of your submission to improve this. If English is not your first language, we
have a team of editors who can work with you to ensure the clarity of your
writing, should you wish to draw upon them/should we think it necessary.

